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In 2011, Mike Spitz began photographing dozens of record stores in and around the greater Los

Angeles area, rich with old and new record shops, to capture the lively experience of going to the

independent record store. Beautifully wrought on color film, his photographs illustrate how each

store has a unique and vibrant culture, and the stimulating experience of being in a record store and

discovering that rare vinyl record, cassette or 8-track tape, memorabilia, vintage concert poster,

turntable, nostalgia, or other music-related gems. The inclusion of in-depth interviews with store

owners demonstrates how record stores cultivate a communal gathering place for human

interaction, exploration and discovery.In chronological order from the oldest existing stores, such as

Canterbury Records that opened in 1956 in Pasadena or Music Man Murray Records that opened in

1962, to the most recently opened stores, The Record Store Book respectfully marks the changing

of the guard from the older to the newer generation of stores as each owner shares facts, store

history, and distinctive points of view regarding how people search for, find and appreciate music.
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"SpitzÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s photos showcase the people and products that give each [record store] their

distinct personality. He shot exclusively with film, an aesthetic that mirrored the sonic quality of

analog music." &#151;Slate

Mike Spitz got his first drum set when he was eleven years old &#151; a sixties red sparkle Ludwig.



On his walks home from elementary school, he used to stop into the local record store,

EverybodyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Records, on Montgomery road in Cincinnati. It was at that time in the late

seventies and early eighties when he began to collect records and CDs, many of which he still has

today. He moved to Los Angeles in 2000 and found his artistic home in still photography, where he

has stayed. Spitz has been able to revisit his musical roots by merging his interests of photography

and music in The Record Store Book.SpitzÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s photographs have been seen at the F9

Gallery in Los Angeles, Artists Haven Gallery in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery in

New York City, and the Infusion Gallery in Los Angeles. His most recent exhibitions include the Julia

Dean Photo Center Gallery in Los Angeles, the 2012 International Juried Show at the North Valley

Art League in Redding, California, the Los Angeles Brewery Spring Art Walk, and the ADC

Contemporary Art Gallery at Bergamot Station in Santa Monica, CA.When heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not out

collecting records, Spitz has an MSW in social work and a full-time career as a licensed clinical

therapist working with behaviorally and emotionally challenged children. He also has taught

photography to troubled teenagers, using it as a therapeutic means for self-expression and

creativity. Mike became a first-time father in March of 2014. He lives in Silver Lake with his girlfriend

and son Max.Rebecca Villaneda is a Los Angeles-born writer educated in southern and northern

California. She now lives in Santa Barbara. She is the youngest of four children, all first-generation

Americans. She received her bachelorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s degree in journalism at San Jose State University,

and became a writer to raise awareness of social and environmental issues, and because her

motherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s passion for the written word was contagious.She was a staff writer for the national

online magazine, HispanicBusiness.com, where politicians and international entrepreneurs were her

subject matters. These personality types, coupled with musicians, philanthropists, and scientist,

have given Rebecca a strong versatile foundation in the art of interviewing. Her first book, a

collection of autobiographical short stories titled Stories 4 Women, was a collaboration with three

other writers released in November 2010.The Record Store Book is a dream project for her; she is

passionate about music and everything and everyone it touches.

I love this book and the interviews with the various store owner, but the binding sucks. I returned the

first one because it was falling apart and the replacement copy started falling as well.Updated the

replacement also fell apart within weeks of receiving. Although I love the stories and photos I can't

recommend a book that so easily falls apart.

What a beautiful and interesting piece of yesterday and today! I thought this would be a nice "coffee



table book" to go with my vinyl collection, but I am surprised by what a treasure The Record Book

really is!! Thoughtfully written, and beautifully photographed, this documentation of the vinyl medium

is awesome. I feel the love and care that went into the writing of this book, and I am now even more

proud of my home town of LA, and more proud of the vinyl I have in my library. I feel like this book is

a puzzle piece that will be needed as the years continue. A puzzle piece which will bridge my

grandparents' generation, and my childrens'.This is definitely a great gift for my musician friends. I'll

be getting more copies for sure.

Everything I wanted it to be. Super informative and eye opening. Sad that some of those shops

have closed but really glad to learn about other stores that were new to me.

As an avid record collector this takes me back to the glory days. I can smell the old cardboard

covers. It was nothing like flipping through crates looking at the backs to see who was guesting on

the albums. vinyl is alive. This reference will give you a map of current and memories of past record

stores.

A Glimpse at some very cool record stores in CA...If you're going out there to dig you might really

want to check out this book...Well done!

I wish this was more record stores than only ones in California but that is in the description so my

fault for not reading closer. I got this for my husband as a gift and would have liked a wider variety of

places but it's still a pretty cool book. Just more specific than I wanted.

Such an awesome book rallying behind a very interesting and important industry!

nice
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